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Each room will have boxes taped off for performers to stand in during class. Instructors
will also have a box but will have space to move around the front of the room while
maintaining a 6 ft distance.
Each performer will have a poly dot to place inside of their square for added direction on
how to stay distanced.
performers will enter the room one at a time, filling the room from the farthest end
towards the door, and exit the room in the opposite order.
All curriculum has been adapted to allow performers to stay in their space for the entire
class.
Each performer is responsible for bringing all their necessary props and equipment to
class each week, no sharing of materials is permitted. See the Class Pack and Class Bin
document for more details. 

Physical Distancing

Classroom Adaptations

All classrooms are Tech Enabled and can serve performers in real time virtually during
classes.
All performers have the option to attend virtually.
Any performer who is home due to COVID-19 related illness or precaution is able to
attend classes virtually.
Tech Enabled studios have 2 cameras for virtual performers to view class from. One
shows the entire room, and the other just the instructor. This adaptation allows
performers to follow the group as well as focus on just the instructor, like they would in
an in person class setting.
Instructors all wear microphones to ensure all students can always hear clearly.
Music and microphone audio is fed though a mixer to ensure virtual performers can hear
music clearly without a lag. 
Flat screen TV's allow instructors to see and interact with virtual performers on a larger
scale.

Tech Enabled Studios

All spots are assigned and recorded for reference in the event of a confirmed case and
notifications need to be sent out.
Each class is presented information from the COVID-19 Education Document at the
beginning of each class.

Education & Reporting


